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Comment on: ‘‘Energy band structures of the low-dimensional
antiferromagnets Sr 2CuO3 and Sr 2CuO2Cl2’’ †J. Appl. Phys. 87, 4897 „2001…‡
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Recent electronic structure calculations for the title compounds performed by Wuet al. @H. Wu
et al., J. Appl. Phys.87, 4897 ~2000!# are critically reconsidered by applying highly accurate
full-potential band structure methods. It is shown that due to a nonconverged basis set the band
structure calculations presented here by the authors disagree considerably with those of Wuet al.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1407847#
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Recently, Wuet al.1 presented band structure calcul
tions for the one-dimensional antiferromagnetic chain co
pound Sr2CuO3 and the quasi two-dimensional materi
Sr2CuO2Cl2, both being of prototypical character and ther
fore of general interest. Wuet al. used a full-potential linear
combination of atomic orbitals method2 within the frame-
work of the local~spin! density approximation~L~S!DA! and
included on-site Coulomb interaction corrections (LSD
1U) at the Cu site.

However, there are considerable differences from pre
ous full-potential linear muffin-tin orbital ~FLMTO!
calculations3 for Sr2CuO2Cl2. Therefore, we reinvestigate
the electronic structures of Sr2CuO3 and Sr2CuO2Cl2 using
two independent, full-potential band structure methods b
with a well converged basis. We carried out LSDA ba
structure calculations for both title compounds within a fu
potential minimum-basis local-orbital~FPLO! scheme4 and
within a full-potential linearized augmented plane wa
~FLAPW! scheme,5 both in scalar relativistic versions. I
the FPLO scheme, modified Sr (4s,4p,5s,5p,4d), Cu
(3d,4s,4p), O (2s,2p,3d), and Cl (3s,3p,3d) states were
used as valence states, the lower lying states were treat
core states. The inclusion of Sr (4s,4p) states was necessa
to account for non-negligible core–core overlaps. The O
Cl 3d states were taken into account to further improve
completeness of the basis set. The WIEN97 code5 employs
local orbitals~LOs! to relax linearization errors and to tre
the O 2s and semicore Cu 3p and Sr (4s,4p) states. Well
converged basis sets of over 800 APW functions plus L
were used. The radii of the atomic spheres in the latter c
were 2.0 a.u. for Cu, Cl, and Sr and 1.6 a.u. for O, resp
tively. Self-consistent calculations were performed with 3
~428! and 405~428! k points for Sr2CuO2Cl2 ~Sr2CuO3! in
the FPLO scheme and in the WIEN97-code, respectively,
the irreducible part of the Brillouin zone using the tetrah
dron method. We emphasize that the numerical converge
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~with respect to the number ofk pointsNk , the valence basis
set, the potential, and the density representation! of all prop-
erties calculated was carefully checked.

Comparing our results with those presented in Ref. 1,
will discuss first Sr2CuO2Cl2. The density of states~DOS!
for Sr2CuO2Cl2 obtained within the FPLO scheme an
WIEN97 code agree excellently with each other@see Fig.
1~a!# as well as with other previously published full-potenti
results3 @cf. Figs. 1~a! and 1~c!–1~e! and Fig. 3 of Ref. 3#. In
Figs. 1~b!–1~e! we compare our results for the DOS wit
those of Fig. 2 in Ref. 1. The width of thepd complex pub-
lished by Wuet al. is too large by about 1.5 eV. The reaso
for the large discrepancy between the DOS of Ref. 1 a
ours is evident from Figs. 1~c!–1~e!. Due to the noncon-
verged ionic orbital basis used in Ref. 1, the O 2p states and
the Cl 3p states are shifted downward by about 1.5 and 3
respectively, and the hybridization with Cu 3d states is con-
sequently reduced. This results in the large peak at about21
eV in the partial Cu 3d DOS in Fig. 1~b!.

Wu et al. attribute this discrepancy to their choice of
special basis. They state6 that their chosen ionic basis reflec
the strong ionic behavior of planar cuprates well while c
culations using a neutral basis set~like FPLO or WIEN97!
would overestimate the covalence. However, for any c
verged complete enough basis set, the calculational resul
any band structure scheme using the well defined L
should beindependentof the basis. Of course, the choice
a biased nonconverged basis set can produce any elect
structure, in particular a structure which is also close to t
of the experiment. However, such ‘‘agreement’’ has
meaning since by no choice of a basis set the well-kno
shortcomings of LDA can be improved. Poorly describi
the strong Coulomb repulsion in cuprates, the LDA resu
generally in too small a difference between the on-site en
gies of Cu and O~Cl! states. The ionic basis set of Ref.
shifts the O and Cl states downward in an uncontrolled w
The better agreement with experimental data can therefor
considered as cancellation of errors by chance. Thus the
tively small values ofU used in Refs. 1 and 7 should b
attributed to the downward shift of the O 2p on-site energies.
0 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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By applying L~S!DA1U, the gap opens between the O 2p
states and the unoccupied Cu 3d states, the downshifted
O-derived states naturally require a smallerU to reproduce
the empirical gap value.

Without repeating essentially all the issues mention
above, we shall discuss Sr2CuO3 only briefly. As with the
planar cuprate Sr2CuO2Cl2, the calculated DOS for Sr2CuO3

is in excellent agreement for both our calculations using
ferent band structure schemes@see Fig. 2~a!#. The discrep-
ancy between our calculations and those of Wuet al.1 is
evident from Fig. 2~b!. It has the same origin as that me
tioned for Sr2CuO2Cl2. This is concluded from the positio
of the O 2p states in the partial density of states~not shown!.
In contrast to Ref. 1, we find a metallic solution within th
LSDA calculations. The result of the LSDA for the double
unit cell with initial antiferromagnetic polarization along th
chains converges into the paramagnetic LDA solution. T
antiferromagnetic and insulating solution presented in Re
should be ascribed most probably to underestimation of
pd hybridization. In fact, this artificial small hybridizatio

FIG. 1. Total DOS~a!, ~b! and partial DOS~c!–~e! of Sr2CuO2Cl2 calcu-
lated within various band structure schemes.
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due to the ionic basis set results in more localized mome
at the Cu site which lead to overestimated spin splitting a
finally to the insulating magnetic solution. In addition, th
small number ofk points in their calculation, obvious from
the spiky DOS for the antibonding band, may influence
result as well.

To summarize, we have discussed the considerable
ferences between the results of Wuet al.1 and our own find-
ings as well as those of previously published data.3 The dis-
crepancies appear most probably due to the use o
nonconverged ionic basis set in Ref. 1. The use of a nonc
verged basis set might seem to give better agreement
experiment, but only by artificial cancellation of errors.
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FIG. 2. Total DOS of Sr2CuO3 calculated within various band structur
schemes.
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